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Sequence differences in the dimerization initiation signal (DIS) affect the rate of recombination between subtype B and subtype C HIV-1. To
test the hypothesis that DIS sequences can be used to predict intersubtype recombination potentials, we measured the recombination rate between
CRF01_A/E (AE) and B, which contain mismatches in the DIS, and between AE and C, which have an identical DIS. Compared with the
intrasubtype recombination rate, the recombination rate between AE and subtype B virus was 9-fold lower, and the rate between AE and subtype
C virus was 2-fold lower. Thus, DIS sequences can be used to predict the recombination potential between HIV-1 subtypes. Further analyses
revealed that the 2-fold lower recombination rate between AE and C viruses can be restored to the intrasubtype recombination rate by matching a
part of the LTR and a portion of the viral genome. Therefore, the lower intersubtype recombination rate between AE and C is not caused by a
given region but is a cumulative effect by more than one region.
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Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) comprises
three groups of viruses, i.e. M, N, and O; group M viruses are
responsible for most of the current epidemic (McCutchan, 2006;
Sharp et al., 2001). Within the group M viruses, there are
multiple subtypes—A, B, C, D, F, G, H, J, and K (Leitner et al.,
2005; Robertson et al., 2000). Subtype B viruses cause most of
the AIDS epidemic in North America and Europe, whereas
subtype C viruses are the most prevalent in the rest of the world
(Abebe et al., 2000; Babic et al., 2006; Lot et al., 2004; Luo et
al., 1995; Osmanov et al., 2002; Sahni et al., 2002; Tatt et al.,
2004). In addition to the nine subtypes, intersubtype HIV-1
recombinants containing sequences from two or more subtypes
have been identified (McCutchan, 2006; Takebe et al., 2004).
Depending on their distributions in the human population, these
recombinants are classified as circulating recombinant forms
(CRFs) or unique recombinant forms (URFs). CRFs are
recombinants that have been identified in at least three
epidemiological unlinked cases, whereas URFs are intersubtype⁎ Corresponding author. Fax: +1 301 846 6013.
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doi:10.1016/j.virol.2007.01.034recombinants identified only in a single individual (Robertson
et al., 2000). Currently, at least 34 CRFs and a large number of
URFs have been reported (Leitner et al., 2005), representing
many combinations of sequences from various subtypes. All of
the identified subtypes have CRFs or URFs; some of the
recombinant forms contain sequences from two subtypes and
some contain sequences from up to five or six subtypes
(Thomson et al., 2005; Toni et al., 2005). Additionally, some of
the CRFs are recombinants of an existing CRF and virus from
an additional subtype (Burda et al., 2004; Tee et al., 2006;
Tovanabutra et al., 2003). Many of the CRFs are circulating
with increasing frequencies and are part of the diverse HIV-1
strains in the infected population.
The first identified CRF, CRF01_AE HIV-1, is also the
second most prevalent CRF in the AIDS epidemic (McCutchan,
2006; Osmanov et al., 2002). This recombinant was first
identified in Thailand in 1989 and was thought to be a new HIV-
1 subtype, E (McCutchan et al., 1992; Ou et al., 1992).
Subsequent phylogenetic analyses revealed that the gag gene of
the recombinant was grouped with that of subtype A HIV-1,
whereas the env gene was distinct from known subtypes and
had equidistance from subtypes A through D, F, and G (Carr et
al., 1996; Gao et al., 1996). However, the virus that contributed
Fig. 1. System used to examine factors influencing intersubtype HIV-1
recombination rates. (A) Alignment of DIS and surrounding sequences of AE,
subtype B, and subtype C HIV-1. The DIS sequence is shown in bold; asterisk
indicates sequence mismatch; vertical line indicates matching sequence. The
DIS sequences are identical in subtype C and AE HIV-1, whereas the DIS
sequence of subtype B HIV-1 differs from these two viruses in 2 nt. (B) General
structures of the HIV-1 vectors used to study intersubtype HIV-1 recombination.
Reporter genes are shown in gray. Sequences derived from AE, subtype C, and
subtype B sequences are shown in black, white, and light gray, respectively. h,
hsa; t, thy; I, IRES; *, inactivating mutation in the gfp. Sequences between pol
and the markers are not shown to simplify the structure; this is indicated by the
double slash lines. All of the HIV-1 vectors also contained functional tat and
rev. (C) Experimental approach. Vector-derived viruses were used to
sequentially infect 293T cells at low MOI. Cells that expressed markers were
enriched by cell sorting until >95% of the cells in each cell line were HSA+ and
Thy+. Helper vectors were transfected into each cell line, and viruses were
harvested and used to infect target cells, which were then analyzed by flow
cytometry. Target cells expressing GFP were resulted from infection by
recombinant proviruses that had reconstituted the functional gfp during reverse
transcription. Cells infected by either parental virus would not express GFP
because both vectors encode inactivated gfp.
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variant is now reclassified as CRF01_AE, which is thought to
be a recombinant with sequences from a subtype A HIV-1 and a
hypothetical subtype E HIV-1 (Leitner et al., 2005).
From the numbers and the prevalence of the CRFs and
URFs, it is evident that recombination plays a significant role in
generating the diversity of HIV-1 strains in the infected
population. This high recombination potential is caused by
the HIV-1 replication mechanism. One HIV-1 particle contains
two copies of complete viral RNA genome that are in dimeric
form (Paillart et al., 2004). After entering the target cells, viral
RNAs are reverse-transcribed into DNA by the viral-encoded
enzyme reverse transcriptase (RT). During reverse transcrip-
tion, recombination can occur to generate DNA containing
portions of genetic information from each co-packaged RNA
(Coffin, 1979). Genotypically different recombinants can only
be generated from viruses containing two RNA molecules
encoding different sequences (heterozygous virions) but not
from viruses containing two identical copies of RNAs
(homozygous virions) (Hu and Temin, 1990).
HIV-1 RNA is encapsidated into the virions through Gag–
RNA interactions. The 5′ end of the HIV-1 RNA forms a series
of secondary structures include the trans-activation response
element (TAR), the poly(A) hairpin, the U5–PBS complex, and
stem loops 1 to 4 (Berkhout and van Wamel, 2000; Clever et al.,
1995). Mutation analyses indicate that all of these structures are
important for RNA packaging (Berkhout and van Wamel, 1996;
Clever and Parslow, 1997; Laughrea et al., 1997; Shankarappa
et al., 2001). Despite some sequence variations, different
subtypes of HIV-1 all have similar secondary structures in this
region (Berkhout and van Wamel, 1996; Laughrea et al., 1997).
To further our understanding of the process that generates
viral diversity, we previously measured the HIV-1 recombina-
tion rate between two subtype B viruses in a single-cycle assay
and found that these viruses undergo extremely frequent
recombination (Rhodes et al., 2005). Subsequently, we
measured the recombination rate between two subtype C
viruses and found that these viruses recombine at a rate similar
to that of subtype B viruses (Chin et al., 2005). However,
intersubtype recombination between a subtype B and a subtype
C virus occurs at a rate much lower than the intrasubtype
recombination rate between two subtype B viruses or between
two subtype C viruses (Chin et al., 2005). Therefore, restriction
(s) exists in HIV-1 intersubtype recombination.
Using chimeric viruses, we mapped the major element that
restricts recombination between subtype B and subtype C
viruses to the dimer initiation signal (DIS) on the loop of stem–
loop 1 (SL1) (Chin et al., 2005). Because the DIS contains a 6-
nt palindromic sequence, it has been hypothesized that the DIS
sequences of two viral RNAs interact through Watson–Crick
base-pairing, which provides the basis for viral RNA dimeriza-
tion (Clever et al., 1996; Muriaux et al., 1996; Paillart et al.,
1996). Subtype B and subtype C HIV-1 contain different
palindromic sequences in their DIS sequences (Fig. 1A).
Additionally, within the recombinants, the frequency of a
second template-switching event is not changed. Based on these
results, we proposed that the sequence difference in the DIS ofthe viral genomes reduces the co-packaging of subtype B and
subtype C viral RNA molecules. Although RT can still switch
templates, there is now a smaller population of virions
containing two different RNAs; this reduction in heterozygous
Fig. 2. Intersubtype HIV-1 recombination rates. The y axis represents the
recombination rate. Means and standard derivations generated from three or
more experiments are shown.
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tion rate.
In this report, we tested the hypothesis that the DIS is a major
determinant for the genetic interactions between different
subtypes of HIV-1. This hypothesis predicts that viruses with
the same DIS sequence can be co-packaged more efficiently,
thereby providing more opportunities for recombination to
occur. The DIS sequences of HIV-1 are either subtype B-like,
i.e. GCGCGC, or subtype C-like, i.e. GTCGAC (Fig. 1A)
(Leitner et al., 2005). To test our hypothesis, we examined the
frequency of recombination between a CRF01_AE virus and
viruses of subtype B or subtype C; CRF01_AE has the same
DIS sequences as subtype C. For simplicity, CRF01_AE is
referred to as AE in the following text.
We observed that an AE virus recombines more frequently
with a subtype C virus than with a subtype B virus. This result
supports our hypothesis that the DIS is a major determinant for
genetic interaction between different subtypes of HIV-1.
Additionally, we examined whether other specific sequences
elsewhere in the viral genome contributed to the reduction in the
intersubtype recombination rate. We found that although
various regions all had slight effects on intersubtype recombi-
nation, none of the regions had as drastic an effect as the DIS did
in intersubtype recombination. Instead, cumulative effects of
various regions were observed. These findings reveal the
molecular determinants of the recombination potential between
different subtypes of HIV-1 and provide insights into the
generation of circulating intersubtype recombinants in the HIV-
1-infected human population.
Results
System used to measure recombination and the recombination
frequency of AE virus in one round of virus replication
In this study, we used a previously described single-cycle
assay to measure recombination rates between HIV-1 (Chin et
al., 2005; Rhodes et al., 2005). We generated AE-based vectors
with structures similar to those of previously described subtype
B or subtype C vectors (Fig. 1B). Each vector expresses either a
mouse heat-stable antigen gene (hsa) or a mouse thy 1.2 gene
(thy); additionally, each vector contains a mutant green
fluorescent protein gene (gfp) that cannot confer fluorescence
signals. We first introduced the two parent viruses into cells by
sequential infection at low multiplicity of infection (MOI); cells
containing both parental viruses were enriched by cell sorting
until more than 95% of the cells expressed both HSA and Thy
markers (Fig. 1C). Because none of the parent viruses contain a
functional env gene, to generate infectious viruses, producer
cells were transfected with two helper constructs expressing
CCR5-tropic HIV-1 Env and HIV-1 accessory genes. The
resulting viruses were used to infect Hut78/CCR5 cells, and
cells expressing HSA, Thy, or GFP were scored by flow
cytometry. In each pair of viruses, the inactivating mutations in
gfp were located at two different positions in the two parent
viruses; during reverse transcription, recombination can occur
between the mutations and reconstitute a functional gfp.Infected cells can be identified by their expression of HSA or
Thy, and recombination rates can be determined by comparing
the GFP+ MOI and infection MOI. The MOIs of parental
viruses and recombinants are measured simultaneously in this
assay. Within each experiment, MOIs of the two parental
viruses are generally within 2-fold of each other.
To measure the intrasubtype AE virus recombination rate, we
used AEH0, which contained hsa and a mutant gfp, and AET6,
which contained thy and a different mutant gfp (Fig. 1B); the
two AE vectors have identical HIV-1-derived sequences. Two
cell lines containing both AEH0 and AET6 were generated. We
harvested viruses from these cell lines, performed the
recombination assay, and found that 7.2% of the infection
events generated the GFP+ phenotype (Fig. 2). This recombina-
tion rate was similar to the previously published 6.9% and 7.0%
GFP+ reconstitution in intrasubtype recombination between two
subtype B viruses (Rhodes et al., 2005) and two subtype C
viruses, respectively (Chin et al., 2005). These results indicate
that AE viruses recombine at a rate similar to those of subtype B
and subtype C viruses.
The identity of DIS affects intersubtype recombination
The DIS sequences of AE and subtype B viruses contain
mismatches, whereas those of AE and subtype C viruses are
identical (Fig. 1A). To test the hypothesis that the DIS is a major
determinant for intersubtype recombination, we used the single-
cycle assay to measure recombination rates between different
subtypes of viruses. We first generated two producer cell lines
that contained both AEH0 and BT6. The general structure of
BT6 is shown in Fig. 1B and is similar to that of AET6 except
that all of the viral sequences in BT6 were derived from subtype
B HIV-1. Subtype B-based BT6 also carries thy and a mutant
gfp with an inactivating mutation located at the 3′ end of the
gene. The producer cell line was transfected with helper
constructs, viruses were harvested and used to infect target cells,
and the recombination rate was measured. Comparing the GFP+
MOI and total infection MOI within each experiment, we found
that 0.8% of the infection events generated the GFP+ phenotype
(Fig. 2), indicating that recombination frequency between AE
and subtype B HIV-1 was 9-fold lower than the intrasubtype
recombination rates. We then measured the recombination rate
Fig. 3. General structures of subtype C- and AE-derived chimeric HIV-1 vectors.
(A) Structures of HIV-1 vectors with LTR sequences from a different virus. (B)
AE-based HIV-1 vectors with subtype C sequences in a portion of or the entire 5′
UTR, gag, and pol. (C) AE-based HIV-1 vectors with subtype C sequence in
one of the LTRs. AE- and subtype C-derived sequences are shown in black and
white, respectively; reporter genes are shown in gray. Abbreviations are the
same as in Fig. 1.
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has the same DIS as AE virus, and found that 3.0% of the
infection events yielded the GFP+ phenotype (Fig. 2). The AE/
C intersubtype recombination rate was 2-fold lower than the
intrasubtype rates. Therefore, the recombination rate between
viruses from two subtypes containing different DIS sequences
appeared to be much lower than the rate between viruses from
two subtypes with the same DIS.
If sequence difference in DIS is the major determinant for the
lower AE and B recombination rate relative to that of AE and C,
then matching the DIS sequences between B and AE should
elevate their recombination rate. To test this prediction, we
measured the recombination rate between AET6 and BH0.Cdis
(Fig. 1B). Vector pBH0.Cdis contains viral sequences derived
from subtype B HIV-1 except 3 nt of the DIS region was
changed to subtype C sequences; this vector also carries hsa
and a mutant gfp with an inactivating mutation located at the 5′
end of the gene. The intersubtype recombination rate between
AET6 and BH0.Cdis was 3.5% (Fig. 2), 4-fold higher than the
AE/B recombination rate and similar to that of two subtypes
having similar the DIS sequences. Therefore, sequence
differences in the DIS between HIV-1 subtypes accounted for
a major portion of the reduction in recombination rates and the
identity of the DIS can be used to predict the recombination
potential between two different subtypes.
Testing the presence of a secondary RNA dimerization site that
may restrict intersubtype recombination
The matching DIS can increase HIV-1 intersubtype recom-
bination rates 4-fold; however, these higher intersubtype rates
are still 2-fold lower than that of intrasubtype recombination
(Fig. 2). It is unclear whether a cis-acting element elsewhere in
the genome is causing the 2-fold differences. Electron
microscopy analyses indicated that HIV-1 genomes in the
virions appeared to dimerize in two regions, the DIS and a
region in R-U5 (Hoglund et al., 1997). The dimerized region in
R-U5 is approximately 48 nt in length, and there are sequence
variations in this region in different HIV-1 subtypes (data not
shown). It is unclear whether sequence differences in the
dimerized region in R-U5 also affect RNA co-packaging,
thereby influencing the intersubtype recombination rate. To
address this possibility, we examined whether the proposed
dimerized region upstream of the DIS affects the intersubtype
recombination rate by measuring the recombination rates
between AE and C viruses with matching long terminal repeat
(LTR) sequences.
We generated vector pAEH0.C, which is similar to pAEH0
except the region from the primer binding site (PBS, which is 5′
to the DIS) to the end of pol is replaced with a subtype C
sequence, and vector pCH0.AE, which is similar to pAEH0
except that it contains subtype C sequences in the two LTRs
(Fig. 3A). We then measured the recombination rate between
AEH0.C and AET6, and between CH0.AE and CT6. Each pair
of viruses had identical LTR sequences but different origins of
sequences from PBS to the end of pol. As shown in Fig. 4A, the
recombination rates of these two pairs were both 4.1%, andwere lower than the intrasubtype recombination rates (p<10−6
in both cases). Therefore, matching the LTR sequences of AE
and subtype C HIV-1, including the region that was proposed to
dimerize in the virion RNA, is not sufficient in restoring the
recombination rates to the level similar to that of intrasubtype
recombination.
Mapping additional factors that restrict intersubtype
recombination
Recombination between a subtype C virus and an AE virus is
2-fold lower than that of intrasubtype HIV-1; thus far, our
results did not reveal the cause of the lower recombination rate.
It is possible that a defined region in the viral genome is
responsible for the 2-fold lower recombination rate. Alterna-
tively, it is possible that various regions in the genome have a
cumulative effect on the recombination rate. To distinguish
between these two possibilities, we generated vectors with
hybrid genomes (Fig. 3B) and examined recombination rates
between viruses with various matching regions.
We constructed pAEH0.Cpg, which contained 863 bp of
subtype C sequences from PBS to the first 708 bp of gag; and
pAEH0.Cgp, which contained 910 bp of subtype C sequences
from the 3′ 773 bp of gag to the first 335 bp of pol (Fig. 3B). In
our single-cycle assay, the recombination rate between AEH0.
Cpg and CT6 was 3.6%, and the rate between AEH0.Cgp and
CT6 was 4.2% (Fig. 4B). Both recombination rates were
significantly lower than the intrasubtype recombination rate
(p<10−7 in both cases). To explore whether matching a larger
region in the genome can increase the intersubtype recombina-
tion rate, we generated pAEH0.Cpv, which contained the 3′
2693 bp of the subtype C pol, and pAEH0.Cpp, which contains
Fig 4. Delineating the factors that affect intersubtype recombination rates. (A) Effects of the LTR sequences in intersubtype recombination rates. Intrasubtype AE-
recombination rate was from Fig. 2 and C-recombination rate was published previously (Chin et al., 2005). Both are shown here for comparison. (B) Effects of the 5′-
UTR, gag, and pol sequences on intersubtype recombination rate. (C) Effects of various subtype C sequences on the AE intrasubtype recombination rate. The origins
of the viral sequences are shown by the y axis. The percentage of GFP+ events among the total infection events (recombination rate) of each pair of vectors is shown in
the x axis. Means and standard derivations generated from three or more experiments are shown. Within each experiment, MOIs of the two parental viruses are
generally within 2-fold of each other.
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(Fig. 3B). The recombination rate between AEH0.Cpv and CT6
was 3.5%, and the rate between AEH0.Cpp and CT6 was 4.1%
(Fig. 4B), both of which are lower than the intrasubtype
recombination rate (p<10−6 in both cases). Therefore, chan-
ging the identity of any of these regions did not restore recom-
bination rates to the intrasubtype level. To examine whether
matching the sequences from the PBS to the end of pol can
restore the recombination rate, we measured the recombinationrates between AEH0.C and CT6, and between CH0.AE and
AET6 (Fig. 3B). Our results showed that 4.6% of the infection
events by AEH0.C and CT6 generated the GFP+ phenotype and
4.4% of the infection events by CH0.AE and AET6 gave rise to
the GFP+ phenotype (Fig. 4B); both were significantly lower
than the intrasubtype recombination rate (p<10− 5 in both
cases). Therefore, recombination rates between a subtype C-
based vector and an AE virus-based vector cannot be restored to
the intrasubtype rates even when they both contain identical
442 M.P.S. Chin et al. / Virology 363 (2007) 437–446sequences in a portion of or the entire region between the PBS
to the end of pol.
Vectors containing sequences from a different subtype could
achieve recombination rates similar to that of intrasubtype
viruses
Our recombination results indicated that intersubtype
recombination rates cannot be restored to the level of intra-
subtype recombination when the two vectors contained either
identical LTRs or the same sequences from the PBS to the end
of pol. Therefore, it is likely that the 2-fold difference in
recombination rates is not caused by a single region, but rather
is a cumulative effect from more than one region.
To investigate whether complete sequence identity is
required in both the LTRs and sequences from the PBS to the
end of pol to achieve a recombination rate similar to that of
intrasubtype viruses, we measured the recombination rates
between AEH0.Cpg and AET6. These two viruses contained
identical viral sequences except for the region between the PBS
to the first 708 bp of gag. We also measured recombination
rates between AEH0.Cgp and AET6; these two viruses had
sequence variations from the 3′ 773 bp of gag to the first 335 bp
of pol. The recombination rate for the AEH0.Cpg/AET6 pair
was 6.6% and that of AEH0.Cgp/AET6 was 6.5% (Fig. 4C);
both of these pairs of vectors had recombination rates similar to
that of intrasubtype viruses (p=0.129 and 0.147, respectively).
To test whether a larger region of sequences derived from a
different virus can be tolerated without affecting the recombina-
tion rate, we measured recombination rates between AEH0.Cpv
and AET6. These two viruses had sequence variations within
2693 bp in pol. We also measured the recombination rate
between AEH0.Cpp and AET6, which had sequence variations
within 1773 bp from the PBS to the 5′ end of pol. We observed
that these two pairs of vectors could achieve recombination
rates close to that of the intrasubtype viruses (6.4%, p=0.055
for AEH0.Cpv/AET6; 6.6%, p=0.193 for AEH0.Cpp/AET6).
Therefore, vectors containing a large region (2.7 kb) of
sequences derived from different subtypes of viruses can
recombine as efficiently as intrasubtype viruses.
We then investigated whether mismatching sequences in
either U3 or U5 can be tolerated without affecting the
recombination rates. Reverse transcription initiates from the
PBS, and copies U5 and R, after minus-strand DNA transfer, RT
continues to copy U3 and the rest of the viral genome. Because
most of the minus-strand DNA transfer events are strong-stop
transfers – that is, occurring after the RT copies the entire R
region – the R-U5 region of most viruses are derived from the
upstream LTR, whereas the U3 sequences are from the
downstream LTR.
To analyze whether mismatches in the R-U5 or U3 region
affect the recombination rate, we generated two chimeras,
pAEH0.C5LTR and pAEH0.C3LTR, that contained 5′ and 3′
LTRs from the subtype C virus, respectively (Fig. 3C). We
expected that after reverse transcription, proviruses generated
from AEH0.C5LTR would have subtype C sequences in R
and U5, whereas proviruses from AEH0.C3LTR would havesubtype C sequences in U3. We generated cell lines containing
AET6 provirus and either AEH0.C5LTR provirus or AEH0.
C3LTR provirus, and measured the recombination rates
(Fig. 4C). We found that the recombination rates of both sets
of vectors were similar to that of intrasubtype recombination
(7.4%, p=0.336 for AEH0.C5LTR/AET6; 6.5%, p=0.117 for
AEH0.C3LTR/AET6); therefore, mismatches in either region do
not significantly reduce the recombination rate.
Taken together, our results indicate that the sequence identity
of the DIS is a critical determinant of intersubtype HIV-1
recombination rates. Using gfp as a target sequence for
recombination, we observed that recombination between
subtypes with different DIS sequences is 9-fold lower than
that of the same subtype, whereas recombination between
subtypes with the same DIS sequence is approximately 2-fold
lower than the intrasubtype rates. The 2-fold lower recombina-
tion rates were caused by more than one region of the viral
genome; this result was in contrast to the effect of DIS, which is
confined to a very short sequence. Therefore, multiple factors
affect the intersubtype recombination rates.
Discussion
Multiple intersubtype HIV-1 recombinants have been
identified in human populations (Leitner et al., 2005).
Furthermore, many of these recombinants are circulating in
various geographical regions and are an integral part of the HIV-
1 pandemic (McCutchan, 2006; Takebe et al., 2004). In this
report, we examined factors that affect the recombination
potentials between different subtypes of HIV-1. We tested the
hypothesis that the recombination potential between two HIV-1
subtypes can be predicted from the identities of their DIS
sequences. The recombination rate between AE and subtype B
viruses, two viruses with different DIS sequences, was 4-fold
lower than the rate of AE and subtype C viruses, two viruses
with the same DIS sequence. Additionally, the lower recombi-
nation rate between AE and B viruses could be recovered by
changing the subtype B DIS to the subtype C DIS. Therefore,
the identity of the DIS sequence plays a major role in the rates of
intersubtype HIV-1 recombination.
The sequence divergences between the strains we used were
approximately 13% (AE and B) and 14% (AE and C) from the
LTR to the end of pol. Within this region, there are
approximately 644 nt sequence differences in the viral genome
between AE and subtype B vectors and 694 nt sequence
differences between AE and subtype C viruses. Among these
differences, the 6-nt sequence within the DIS affects the overall
recombination rate 4-fold whereas the rest of the mismatches
contributed to a 2-fold difference. We have previously observed
that recombination between two subtype B viruses, one with
subtype B DIS and the other with subtype C DIS, is 4-fold lower
than that of two wild-type subtype B viruses (Chin et al., 2005);
hence, the mismatched DIS sequence is sufficient to severely
perturb the recombination rate. Together, these results support
our hypothesis that the base-pairing within the DIS affects RNA
dimerization, and RNA dimers are packaged by the viral Gag
protein. Therefore, mismatches in DIS affected the pairing of
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heterozygous virions, thereby changing the observed recombi-
nation rates. We also point out that although the intersubtype
HIV-1 recombination rate is much lower than the intrasubtype
rate, HIV-1 has exceedingly high recombination rates, approxi-
mately 10-fold higher than that of murine leukemia virus and
spleen necrosis virus (Anderson et al., 1998; Hu and Temin,
1990). Therefore, even with the different DIS sequences, the
intersubtype HIV-1 recombination rates are still at levels similar
to the gammaretrovirus recombination rates.
The DIS is located at the terminal loop of SL1, which plays
an important role in both RNA dimerization and RNA
packaging. However, viruses with SL1 deletion can still
replicate; furthermore, RNA isolated from these mutant virions
are dimeric (Hill et al., 2003). Therefore, it is likely that other
elements exist to allow RNA dimer formation. We hypothesized
that there are other elements that affect the co-packaging of
RNA derived from different HIV-1 subtypes. Using chimeric
viruses containing AE and subtype C sequences, we examined
the effects of LTRs, between the PBS to 5′ gag, 3′ gag to 5′
pol, and most of the pol region. None of the regions alone
restored the 2-fold lower intersubtype recombination rate to the
level of the intrasubtype recombination. Therefore, we did not
identify a distinct second element in the viral genome that
significantly affected heterozygous virus formation. However,
with chimeras containing homologous sequences in a part of
LTR and in other regions, rates similar to that of intrasubtype
recombination could be achieved. We concluded that there are
elements other than the DIS that affect heterozygous virus
formation, although multiple elements may exist, each with a
subtle effect. The divergence in the virus-derived sequence is
likely to affect RT template switching in these regions. Our
system detects the recombination events in gfp and does not
measure RT template-switching events in HIV-1-derived
sequences. As shown by other reports (An and Telesnitsky,
2002; Baird et al., 2006), the sequence divergence between
different HIV-1 subtypes is likely to present further barrier to
the generation of intersubtype hybrid viral genomes.
Although we observed that the DIS is a major determinant
for intersubtype recombination, recombinants between viruses
with the same DIS and viruses with different DIS sequences
were both identified in human populations. For example,
CRF02_AG was derived from viruses with the same DIS
sequence (Osmanov et al., 2002; Carr et al., 1998; Howard and
Rasheed, 1996), whereas CRF07_BC and CRF08_BC are
derived from two viruses with different DIS sequence
(Piyasirisilp et al., 2000; Rodenburg et al., 2001). This is
because our study focused on the molecular determinants of
HIV-1 intersubtype recombination. In the infected human
populations, many additional factors influence the frequencies
of intersubtype recombination. Generation of intersubtype
recombination requires co-infection of two strains of HIV-1
from different subtypes in a single host. Therefore, intersubtype
recombinants only emerge in host populations where two or
more HIV-1 subtypes are circulating. This is exemplified by the
emergence of CRF03_AB in eastern Europe and central Asia
(Liitsola et al., 1998; Lukashov et al., 1999), where subtype Aand subtype B HIV-1 are the predominant strains in the
populations (Osmanov et al., 2002). In addition, the high
prevalence of AE and subtype B HIV-1 in southeast Asia has
facilitated the generation of CFR15_01B in Thailand (Tovana-
butra et al., 2003) and CRF33_01B in Malaysia (Tee et al.,
2006).
Compared with studies in experimental systems, recombina-
tion events in human populations are far more difficult to
identify and characterize due to the lack of parental virus
sequences and the uncertainty of the relationship between
various identified strains. Intersubtype recombinants provide a
window into understanding the role of recombination in
generating novel strains of HIV-1 in human populations because
they are from parents with sufficient genetic diversity. From all
of the observed intersubtype recombinants, it is clear that HIV-1
recombination has occurred frequently in human populations
and some of the recombinants have sufficient replication fitness
to establish themselves in human populations and become new
viral strains (CRFs). These recombinants are also capable of
recombining with other strains, providing even more mixing of
the genetic information. Taken together, the frequent recombi-
nation of HIV-1 is an effective tool to generate genetic diversity.
This high genetic diversity within the viral population forms a
barrier for sustained effective treatments and the development
of an HIV-1 vaccine.
Materials and methods
Plasmids and plasmid constructions
HIV-1-based vectors pBT6, pCT6, and pBH0.Cdis have
been described previously (Chin et al., 2005; Rhodes et al.,
2005). Briefly, pBT6 is a subtype B NL43-based vector that
contains most of the viral genome with inactivating deletions in
vif, vpr, vpu, and env. Additionally, two markers were inserted
into the nef reading frame: thy and a nonfunctional gfp that
contains an inactivating mutation 603 bp downstream of the
start codon. A subtype C-based vector, pCT6, has a general
structure similar to that of pBT6, with the LTRs, 5′ UTR, gag–
pol, and majority of nef derived from subtype C sequences. The
viral sequences of pBH0.Cdis are identical to pBT6 except
containing the DIS sequence from subtype C; additionally,
pBH0.Cdis encodes hsa instead of thy, and the inactivating
mutation in gfp is located 15 bp downstream of the start codon.
The distance between the two inactivating mutations in gfp is
588 bp.
CRF01_AE-based vectors were derived from p90CF402.1.8,
which contains the full length infectious CRF01_AE molecular
clone (Gao et al., 1998) and was obtained from the National
Institutes of Health AIDS Research and Reference Reagent
Program. A BglII site and an NdeI site in the p90CF402.1.8
backbone were eliminated to generate pSMC-AE-KOBN. The
NdeI-to-XhoI fragment from pCH0 and pCT6 (Chin et al.,
2005) was inserted into NdeI-and-BglII-digested pSMC-AE-
KOBN to generate pAEH0 and pAET6, respectively.
Chimeric vectors were constructed based on pAEH0-KOS,
which is identical to pAEH0 except the SpeI site in the
444 M.P.S. Chin et al. / Virology 363 (2007) 437–446plasmid backbone was eliminated. Vectors pAEH0.Cpg,
pAEH0.Cgp, pAEH0.Cpv, and pAEH0.Cpp were constructed
by replacing the SfoI-to-SpeI, SpeI-to-BclI, BclI-to-NdeI, or
SfoI-to-BclI fragment of pAEH0-KOS with those of pCH0,
respectively. The SfoI-to-NdeI fragment of pAEH0-KOS was
replaced with that of pCH0 to generate pAEH0.C, whereas the
SfoI-to-NdeI fragment of pCH0 was replaced with that of
pAEH0-KOS to generate pCH0.AE. The BssHI-to-SfoI
fragment of pCH0 was inserted into MluI- and SfoI-digested
pAEH0-KOS to generate pAEH0.C5LTR. The NdeI-to-ClaI
fragment of pCH0 was inserted into NdeI- and ClaI-digested
pAEH0-KOS to generate pAEH0.C3LTR. The general struc-
tures of all constructed plasmids were confirmed by restriction
enzyme mapping.
Cell culture, transfection, and infection
Human embryonic kidney cell line 293T was obtained from
the American Type Culture Collection and cultured in
Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium. Human T cell line
Hut78/CCR5, which was derived from Hut78 cells and
expresses the chemokine receptor CCR5, was cultured in
Roswell Park Memorial Institute-1640 medium supplemented
with puromycin (1 μg/ml) and G418 (500 μg/ml) to maintain
the selection for CCR5 expression. All cells were maintained at
37 °C with 5% CO2 and medium supplemented with 10% fetal
calf serum, penicillin (50 U/ml), and streptomycin (50 mg/ml).
DNA transfection was performed using the standard calcium
phosphate method. Viruses were harvested and were passed
through a 0.45-μm-pore size filter to remove cellular debris, and
were used for infection directly or stored at −80 °C prior to
infection.
Generation of producer cell lines
Pseudotyped HIV-1 particles were generated by transiently
transfecting 293T cells with an HIV-1 vector construct and
pHCMV-G, which expresses vesicular stomatitis virus envelope
glycoprotein G protein. Producer cell lines were generated as
previously described (Chin et al., 2005; Rhodes et al., 2005).
Briefly, 293T cells were sequentially infected with pseudotyped
HIV-1 particles at a low MOI (0.05–0.1) to avoid the presence
of multiple proviruses derived from the same vector in a single
cell. Cells were stained with phycoerythrin-conjugated α-HSA
antibody (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ) and allophyco-
cyanin-conjugated α-Thy-1.2 antibody (eBioscience, San
Diego, CA). These infected cells were enriched by cell sorting
until >95% of the cells expressed both HSA and Thy markers.
Cell sorting was performed using a FACSVantage SE system
with the FACSDiVi Digital option (BD Bioscience). Generally,
all of the cell lines were cell pools containing at least 100,000
independent infection events.
Recombination assay
To measure the recombination rate, producer cell lines
were transfected with helper plasmids pIIINL(AD8) andpCMVdGag, which expressed HIV-1 Env and HIV-1
accessory proteins, respectively. The resulting viruses were
used to infect Hut78/CCR5 cells, which were processed and
analyzed by flow cytometry to determine the number of cells
expressing HSA, Thy, or GFP. To ensure accurate measure-
ment of virus infection and recombination, a large number of
cells and infection events were scored in each experiment,
and the numbers of cells positive for each marker were
converted to MOI values. Flow cytometry analyses were
performed on a FACSCalibur apparatus (BD Biosciences),
and cells were stained with phycoerythrin-α-HSA antibody
(BD Biosciences) and allophycocyanin-α-Thy-1.2 antibody
(eBioscience). Data were analyzed with FlowJo software
(Tree Star, Ashland, OR). The recombination rate was
calculated as GFP+ MOI/infection MOI. A Student's t-test
was performed to determine whether the intersubtype recom-
bination rates were significantly different from the intrasubtype
recombination rates. The p value for statistical significance was
set at 0.01.
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